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on luoma’s previous book, works and days: 

LUOMA’S WONDERFUL BOOK shares with its Hesiodic namesake more than a few charac-
teristics. Both arise from experiences of devastating loss (Hesiod of his patrimony to a conniving 
brother; Luoma of his wife, the poet Helena Bennett, to cancer). Rather than narrating a single 
grand action, both texts cobble together sayings, tales, empirical observations, and flights of 
lyricism. Both mix naivete of tone with a didactic aim, blending instruction in life’s conduct with 
wonder at its contents.
 
And both are texts that speak with what Hesiod calls “a sparing tongue” (“the best treasure 
a man can have is a sparing tongue, and the greatest pleasure one that moves orderly”) and 
contemporary sociolinguist Basil Bernstein christened “restricted code” (condensed, context-
dependent symbolic action embedded in affective social bonds, as opposed to the reflexive, 
universal, and rational pole of the “elaborated” code). But for all their appearance of simplicity, 
these are eloquent and subtle texts, peopled, storied, principled, humorous, and moving.

Steve Evans, Jacket Magazine (now Jacket2)

on a 2009 reading at the poetry project at st. mark’s church in the bowery:

BiLL LUOMA NARRAtES BASEBALL BLOOpERS with the language of particle physics. 
things fall apart. the center cannot hold.

Nada Gordon, Youtube


